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Recently progress has been made in the 
understanding on the anomalous transport 
phenomena in toroidal plasmas [1]. The impor-
tance of the Prandtl number, i.e., the ratio of 
the viscosity to the thermal conductivity, has 
been pointed out. The Prandtl number is calcu-
lated self-consistentlY. The result is 11tained 
both for tokam~ks and helical plasmas [2]. 
By the spirit of the mean field app~oach, 
we have the e;timates 
J.1 IJ [ a({ktcos'!+ (s >j-as in 'll s i n'l) > ] 
-: = ; 1 + f.ti<F3> (nq) 4 
e 
The mode number n is set to be that for the 
least stable node, and the average <· • ·> is 
defined as 
-1 
<···> = J.··4l(12)2d72 [f4l(72) 2d72 l 
(1) 
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where 4l(7l) is the eigenfunction for the least 
stable mode. The normalized mode number N is 
introduced as N4 = (nq) 4 (X,f.t/a) [1], and Eqs. (1) 
and (2) are r~written as 
J.1 1J [ < {Ktcos12t (s72-as i n7l) S i n12} >] ~=- 1+ 4 3 
J.1 J.1 N <F > e 
(3) 
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In the weak shear 1 im it, we have 
X/JJ ~ 1. 3. 
In the strong shear case, we have 
X/JJ ~ 1. 23. 
The similu analysis has been perfom~~d for 
helical plasmas. We have 
X/JJ ~ 2. 0. 
The resL 1 t showed that JJe/J.l and X/p. remain 
c 1 ose to unity (1 'V2) for both tokamaks f. 11I 
toroidal helical plasmas. This confirmel the 
validity of tlte approximate estimate J.le/JJ 'v 1 
and X/JJ "' 1. ~1h i ch were used in the ana 1 ys is of 
the L-mode plasma [1]. 
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